UC/Stanford Map & Geospatial Libraries  
Dec. 6, 2013  
Convener: Davis  
Note-taker: Berkeley

At Stanford:  
Stanford: Julie, Jane, Salim  
UCB: Brian Q.  
UCD: Carol  
UCSC: Cynthia

At UCI:  
UCI: Julia, Brian W.  
UCR: Lizbeth  
UCSD: Mike  
UCSB: Jon

By phone:  
UCLA: Maria  
UCM: Eric  
Stanford will provide information on calling in to the meeting

Morning: 10:15-12:15
1. Review of notes from last meeting in May 2013 [5 min] – Questions? Revisions?  
2. Progress on the history of joint purchases wiki page. [20 min.]  
3. CSUS Fresno Geospatial project (Peter Mcdonald) (calling in at 10:30) [30 min.]  
4. Dwindling number of UC map librarians, and how it is impacting those remaining (Cynthia) [30]  
5. Review of Chris Thiry's project on map indices. Who is going to do this? Any idea of creating a group project out of it? [30 min.]  
   http://csmgis.maps.arcgis.com/apps/OnePane/basicviewer/index.html?appid=a78c3bcfabe149dba55185fb517f5ca

Lunch Break: 12:15-1:30

Afternoon: 1:30-3:00
1. Update from the UC librarians on the new structure (possibly?) of our group. Any news? [10 min.  
2. Cartwright Aerial Surveys (Sacramento): Owner is planning to retire in about five years and he will be looking for a home for his collection, including negatives (Carol). [10 min.]
3. Discussion on creating one complete Building Use on set of California topo quad at the NRLF. (Brian) [20 min.]  
4. Discussion about integration of GIS staff into our group from our libraries. Does this make sense? What would this mean in terms of who else we would invite? [20]  
5. Round Robin updates – Additional comments and/or questions [15 min]  